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Factory 42’s mission is to make knowledge entertainment.

Using our creative expertise, relationships and technology we 
will push the boundaries of storytelling and take consumers to 
new worlds of enhanced reality.

Current projects include a 5G powered Augmented Reality app 
inspired by the upcoming BBC series Green Planet and 
featuring Sir David Attenborough that will launch in early 2022. 

Factory 42 is a recipient of one of the UK’s largest innovation 
grants and was one of just six UK tech businesses asked to 
showcase work to the Prime Minister at 10 Downing Street 
during London Tech Week 2020.

The Company



Factory42 is looking for a Technical Designer to work on our cutting edge 
VR and AR projects. 

We craft numerous world first experiences that blend the world of games, 
theatre and immersive technology to create amazing moments for our 
audiences.

As part of the role you will be working closely with the design team, 
contributing to the overall vision and direction of our projects.

The Opportunity



We are known for delivering world class quality with blue chip partners

Our Partners



Recognition of our work



Clearly defined values drive our culture and decision making

High Quality Human Centred

Hungry

Humble

HappyHonest

Our Values



We make content and experiences of the highest possible quality while enjoying what we do because....well...life is 
short.

We are creatively ambitious and brave.

We work hard and deliver to the highest standards. A lot of what we are doing is difficult but we relish solving 
complicated problems and breaking new creative ground.

We work with the best possible people in their fields, play to our strengths and learn from each other because we are 
stronger that way.

We all muck in where required and are flexible.

We all take turns to make the tea and do the washing up.

Our Culture



Responsibilities & Requirements

● Strong industry experience with a minimum of 1 shipped game on console, PC or Mobile
● Experienced development from beginning to end
● Capability to work independently and as part of a team
● Scripting or programming language (visual or text based) experience
● Background prototyping gameplay mechanics/greyboxing using UE4, Unity, SourceEngine or similar
● Designing for AR and/or VR experiences
● Outstanding verbal and written communication skills
● Experience writing high quality and thorough design documentation
● Experience with source-control applications (GIT, SVN, Perforce, etc.)
● Collaborating with the design team and other disciplines
● Identify technical challenges and offering innovative solutions
● Managing and building mechanics, gameplay and refining in engine (Unity)
● Developing prototypes for the design team
● Support the programming team by debugging and optimising



● Ability to work in a fast paced environment
● Understanding of players motivations, psychology and cognitive biases
● Good C# experience
● Level Design experience
● Knowledgeable in multiple areas of design, with emphasis in areas where digital prototyping is required
● Ability to create holistic designs where systems and subsystems work together to make a whole that is more than 

the sum of its parts
● Some understanding of design methodologies and frameworks (e.g. MDA, Rational Game Design, PENS etc)
● Undergraduate degree in Video Game Design, Computer Science, Entertainment or a form of technical training
● Commitment to the highest standards
● Detail oriented
● Strong problem solving skills

Person specification - requirements 



We are based in Somerset House, a former Royal Palace overlooking the River Thames and on the edge of 
Covent Garden.

Somerset House is home to the largest and most diverse collection of creative organisations, freelancers, artists, 
makers and thinkers in London. 

Our neighbours include the British Fashion Council, the Courtauld Institute of Art and an eclectic range of 
producers, developers, musicians, dancers, marketeers and artists.

Our first floor, high-ceiling and light-filled office overlooks the River Thames, South Bank and Houses of 
Parliament. Directly below is a river terrace which in summer hosts a tented bar and pizza restaurant.

We have access to bike racks, showers and a snooker room and all staff get a 10-20% discount in the various 
bars, cafes and restaurants on site.

At Christmas the main courtyard has an ice rink, while in Summer it hosts gigs and the Film4 season of outdoor 
film screenings. See video here

We support flexible working. During Covid we are working from home but expect to operate a hybrid office/home 
working model from September onwards. 

All permanent staff get pension, private medical and dental insurance, their personal carbon footprint offset via 
a tree planting scheme and access to a range of other benefits.

Our Location and Benefits

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_1qsrsabIA


We are committed to the principles of equal opportunity for all and specifically prohibit discrimination of every type.

Our policy is always to ensure that all persons are treated fairly irrespective of their race, gender, sexual orientation, 
age, religion, neurodiversity, political beliefs, trade union membership or non-membership, marital, physical or mental 
status or any other factors including pregnancy and maternity.

We will endeavour to provide those who have physical or mental disabilities with specific assistance and 
arrangements to enable them to work for us wherever and whenever this is reasonably practical.

Our company is fully committed to the elimination of unlawful and unfair discrimination and values the differences 
that a diverse workforce brings to the organisation.

We will not discriminate because of age, disability, gender reassignment, marriage or civil partnership, pregnancy, 
maternity, race (which includes colour, nationality and ethnic or national origins), religion or belief, sex or sexual 
orientation. We will not discriminate because of any other irrelevant factor and will build a culture that values 
meritocracy, openness, fairness and transparency.

Diversity


